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Abstract: An analogue of Calabi’s conjecture was posed on a class of complete noncompact Kihler 
manifolds [5], then solved on the simplest of them, the complex n-space with n > 2 [9]. Here 
we prove the conjecture in its full generality, by inverting an elliptic complex Monge-Amp&e 
operator between suitable FrCchet spaces of smooth functions vanishing at infinity. A priori 
estimates benefit from recent simplifications of [2]. 
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1. Introduction 
We resume our study of the prescribed Ricci curvature problem on complete non- 
compact manifolds, begun in [5] where an extension of Calabi’s conjecture (Conjecture 
1, p. 225) was set up on a class of Kahler manifolds called “asymptotically (En”. Here, 
we shall prove a stronger version of that extended conjecture, also stated in [5, Con- 
jecture 2, p. 2261. 
Recall that a KShler asymptotically cn manifold (M, J, F, g) is a complex noncom- 
pact manifold (M, J) en d owed with a biholomorphic map F which sends the comple- 
ment of a compact subset of M onto the exterior of a ball in cn, and with a KZhler 
metric g whose pushforward by F is asymptotic to the standard metric of cn at in- 
finity (we restrict to only one end just for the sake of simplicity). In other words, we 
are considering the class of complete noncompact KZhler manifolds with the simplest 
possible behavior at infinity. As noted in [5, Remark 41, C” is the only Stein manifold of 
this class (when n > 1); the conjecture is now established on it [9]. Besides, a tube-E&e 
version of the conjecture [6] (part IV) is also proved on @?, and it may be viewed as 
analogous for the Ricci curvature, to [lo] for the scalar curvature. 
Given any C’& real function q!~ on M, it is convenient here to denote by g(d) the 
symmetric tensor g - $[d ‘JQ(., J.)] and t o call q!~ admissible whenever g(4) is positive- 
definite on M (hence a Kahler metric). The associated (cohomologous) Kahler forms 
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are the real (1, 1)-forms 
R(g) := (2x)-‘g(J*, *) 
and Q[g($)], similarly defined. The elliptic complex Monge-Ampere operator P acts 
on admissible functions 4 according to the defining equality: 
A”R[g(@] = eP@)A”R(g). 
The Frechet derivative of P at an admissible 4 equals minus the Laplacian of the 
Kahler metric g(4). By standard formulas of Kahler geometry, looking for a Kahler 
asymptotically Cn manifold (M, J, F, g(4)) with p rescribed Ricci curvature reduces to 
inverting the operator P between spaces Cr + CF++z of smooth functions suitably 
vanishing at infinity (cf. [5, p. 224-2261). The open subset of admissible functions in 
the source space CF is denoted by UP. Henceforth, we refer the reader to [5] for missing 
definitions and unspecified notations. What we must prove is the 
Theorem. Let (M, J, F, g) b e a h’iihler asymptotically c” manifold of order (p + 2) 
with n > 1 and p E (0,2n - 2). Th en, the Monge-Amp&e operator P : Up C CP” + 
C” P+2 is a smooth diffeomorphism onto. 
This theorem implies indeed (cf. [5, p. 224-2261) the following geometric result: 
Corollary. Assume n > 2 and, either p E (n - 2,2n - 4) or, p E (0,2n - 4) and the 
manifold (M, J, g) 1 MIS non-negative holomorphic bisectional curvature. Then, the map 
which assigns to each positive element of the Kiihler class of order (p+2), the associated 
Ricci form in the first Chern class of order (p + 4), is a smooth diffeomorphism onto. 
Of course, the above subscripts and “orders” p, p + 2, p + 4, refer to rates of conver- 
gence at infinity (see [5]). 
2. Proof of the theorem 
We already know from [5, p. 2271 that P is one-to-one. Here we shall prove two 
auxiliary results, namely 
Lemma 1. P is a C’ local difleomorphism. 
Lemma 2. P is proper. 
From Lemma 1, P is open; being proper by Lemma 2, it must be onto (this is a stan- 
dard topological lemma, cf. e.g. [7, p. 1111. Being a one-to-one local diffeomorphism, 
P is thus a global diffeomorphism onto. 
Proof of Lemma 1. For any (4, cy,Ic) E UP x (0,l) x N, dP(q5) is an isomorphism 
from C, k+&a to c”,* P+2 by [6, Corollary 51, hence also from Xk+29” to Xir2 as easily shown 
(here X, ‘la stands for the closure of Cr in C$*). In other words, dP(q5) : Cr --f Cp”+2 
is an elliptic isomorphism (in the abstract sense of [4]). 
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Furthermore, P satisfies the following property, proved at the end of this article: 
Lemma 3. Let 4 E X;tTa be admissible. Then, for any integer k 2 2, P(4) E Air2 
implies q5 E Xk+2’“. 
With those properties of P and dP at hand, Lemma 1 follows from the (abstract) 
elliptic inverse function theorem of [4, Theorem 1, p. 6811. q 
Proof of Lemma 2. Since P acts continuously between metric spaces, its properness 
is equivalent to the Bolzano-WeierstraB property. Given a subset with compact closure 
K of Cp”+z and an infinite sequence S of p-‘(K), we are thus left with exhibiting a 
subsequence of S converging in U,. 
Since I< has compact closure, there exists a subsequence S’ of 5’ whose image by 
P converges in Cp++z toward a function f. In particular, P(S’) is bounded. A priori 
estimates proved below imply that S’ itself is bounded in CF, hence also in Cl$ So by 
Ascoli’s theorem (say), one can extract from S’ a subsequence S” converging in Cl:,, 
toward a function 4. Note that 4 E Cp”, since 5“ was bounded there. By continuity 
of the differential operator P and of the canonical injection CT --f CrTc, the image of 
5’” by P converges toward f in C,Tc as well, hence 4 satisfies P(b) = f. This equation 
implies that the symmetric non-negative tensor g(4) * p IS osa awe-definite, in other words: ‘t’ 
4 E ZJ,. Last, from Lemma 1, P is a local diffeomorphism near 4, hence 5”’ converges 
also toward 4 in Cp”. Cl 
3. A priori estimates 
Our original estimates were quite lengthy, extending those of [9] to take in account 
curvature terms. Meanwhile [2] brought in amazingly straightforward PDE arguments 
to deal with similar estimates (in a different geometrical situation, though). However, 
those arguments were often very sketchy, like e.g. the last sentence of [2] (specified in 
Lemma 6’ below), maybe because [2] was concerned with geometry rather than analysis. 
So we have incorporated in this section the PDE ideas of [2] adapted to our problem, 
and tried to present them plainly. Section 3.2 below relies also on linear PDE results 
of [6, Section 2.41. 
3.1. Non- weighted estimates 
Lemma 4. For each admissible 4 E Cp”, the L”-norm of 4 is controlled by that of 
P(4). 
Granted the Sobolev continuous imbedding theorem on (M,g): 
H,Q of L’, - 1 = - 1 - 
r 
-, 1 
q 2n 
1 < q < 2n, 
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the proof given on compact manifolds [l, p. 14%1491 can be carried through, as done in 
[2, p. 1791. The Sobolev theorem is proved on any simple manifold (simple, in the sense 
of [S]) e.g. in [3, Lemma 4.11 recalling the well-known density of smooth compactly 
supported functions in L’ and in II: [l, p. 341. 
Lemma 5. For each admissible q5 E Cp” f~ W 4*oo there ezists p E (0,l) with l/p 
controlled from above by IP( J@,c=, such thut pg 6 g(4) B g/p. 
Here the proof is exactly the one given on compact manifolds [l, p. 151-1521 because 
anyway the required test-function is uniformly bounded above at infinity, since c#~ E Cz. 
Lemma 6. For each admissible 4 E Cp” f~ W4@ there exists (/!I, C) in (0,l) x (0, oo) 
controlled by IP($)lW2,m such that l+lc2,p < C. 
Proof. Assume that F ranges onto ER := {z E cn, 1.~1 > R} for some R E (0,~). 
For any subset S of M, let M \ S denote the compEement of S in M. Let {Fr, . . . , FN} 
be a finite sequence of holomorphic charts of M with the following properties: 
(i) for each m E (1,. . . , N}, F, ranges onto Bz (where B, := {.z E V, JzI < r}); 
(ii) for each m E M\F-‘(ER+~) there exists i E {l,...,N} such that m E Fi-‘(BI). 
Fix Xu E (0,l) such that, on the one hand F,g is &-equivalent to e on ER+(t,2), on 
the other hand, for each m E (1,. . . , N}, F,*g is &-equivalent to e on &i2 (here e 
denotes the standard metric of P and a metric y is said X-equivalent to e on a closed 
subset 5’ of P provided it satisfies on S: Xe < y 6 e/X). 
For any m E F-l (f?R+x) we let also F, denote the chart F, := F-F(m) restricted 
to {IFml < a}. Ob serve that F,tg is &-equivalent to e on l?13i2. 
Let 4 meet the requirements of Lemma 6. Consider the auxiliary operator Q defined 
on admissible functions by: Q($) = I’($) - P(4). Taking in account Lemmas 4 and 
5, a routine verification shows that the local expression of Q at $J = 4, in any of the 
above charts F, for m E { 1,. . . , N} U F-l E(R+~), satisfies uniformly with respect to 
m the conditions of Theorem 17.15 of [8, p. 4621 (where the requirement 4 E W4@ 
instead of c$ E C4 suffices). The latter, combined with Lemma 4, yields Lemma 6, with 
uniform p and C controlled by 72, Xu and ]P(4)]W2,03. 0 
Lemma 7. For each Q E (0,l) and each admissible 4 E Cp” II W4+ the C3pa-norm of 
4 is controlled by the W2@-norm of P(4). 
Proof. Let m E {l,..., iV}uF-‘(i?~+2) as above and let S be an arbitrary local vector 
field on A4 which is constant in the chart F,. Applying S to the equation Q(4) = 0, 
we get: 
dJV)(W) = W’WI~ (1) 
By Lemma 5, the linear differential operator expressing dP(q5) in the chart F, is uni- 
formly elliptic in B3i2 with symbol p&-equivalent to the standard euclidean norm 
squared. Schauder interior estimates [8, p. 901 combined with Lemmas 4 and 6 thus 
imply a control of the C2yp -norm of S4 in Br in terms of IP(4)lwz,m. Since 6 and m 
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are arbitrary, a similar control holds on (4(c3,p, thus also on I&Z,, for any Q E (0, l), 
hence in turn on I#&,,. Cl 
Now a straightforward bootstrap argument applied to (1) yields 
Lemma 8. For each integer k 2 2, each Q E (0,l) and each admissible 4 E Cinw4@, 
if P(4) E C”l” then 4 E Ck+2@ and the Ck+2ycu-norm of $J is controlled by the C”j”- 
norm of P(4). 
3.2. Weighted estimates 
We first improve Lemma 4 as follows: 
Lemma 4’. For each admissible 4 E Cp”, the CF-norm of 4 is controlled by the Ci+2- 
norm of P(4). 
Proof. Let r E C”(h/l,Iw) be a positive function on iM equal to IFI (which is intrinsic 
cf. [5, Remark 31) near infinity. According to [6, Corollary 51, there exists a unique 
function 21 E Cp” solving on (M,g) the equation: Qu = r-P-*, A standing for the 
complex Laplacian of g (with negative symbol). By the maximum principle: u > 0. 
Moreover, since g is of positive order, comparison readily yields the existence of 8 E 
(0,l) such that 
or-P < u < fr-“. 
For any real q and any function f E Ci, set 
llf llo;q := supA r”lf I 
(2) 
and note that it is (finite) equivalent to Iflo;, (as defined in [5, p. 2221). 
Construction of an upper barrier 
By the standard inequality between geometric and arithmetic means of n positive 
reals, any admissible function 4 satisfies 
ep(#‘)in < $(n - A4). 
Hence 
A$J 6 n[l - eP(‘)jn] < --P(d) < ((P(~)((o;p+2A~, 
so by the maximum principle: 4 f IIP(~)llo,p+z~. Recalling 
bound: 
(2), we obtain the upper 
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Construction of a lower barrier at infinity 
For any positive constant C and for r large enough such that the function (-Cu) 
is (pointwise) admissible, expanding the complex Monge-Ampere operator in homoge- 
neous factors (as in [l, bottom p. 1411 yields 
ep(-cU) = 1 + CrspB2 + o[(Cr-p-2)2]. 
Hence there exists small positive reals E and 6 such that, for any constant C, wherever 
the function (-CU) is admissible and satisfies 
ep(-cU) 2 1 f 6Cr-p-2. 
Setting 
let us choose R E [l, co) so large that 
CR-p-2 < E 
iI~(~)I/0,p;2 kupilJYd)llJ < SC* 
Clearly R is controlled by E, S, 8, /P(4)],- and ]]P(~)]]o;p+2. 
Outside the compact set {r 6 R}, combining (6) with (4) yields 
ep(4) _ ep(-cU) < [cp(+) - 11 - SCr-P-2. 
The right-hand side is bounded above by 
w(~)11,;,+2 exp[lP(4)lLm]- SC}rmpm2 
which, by (7), is non-positive. Therefore, outside {r < R}, 
(4) 
(6) 
(7) 
,P(d _ ,%-c4 < 0 
while on {r = R}, (5) im pl ies: (4 + Cu) 2 0. Moreover, by (6), the function (-Cu) is 
admissible on {r 2 R}. We are thus in position to apply the maximum principle (in its 
nonlinear version, see e.g. [l, p. 971) an o d bt ain the lower bound (4 + Cu) > 0 or else, 
using (2): 
on {r > R} with C given by (5). Recalling Lemma 4, we are done. Cl 
Now we can improve Lemma 6 by adapting a scaling argument of [2] (cf. Remark 1 
below). 
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Lemma 6’. For each admissible 4 E Ci there exists (p, C) E (0,l) x (0, co) controlled 
b IP(%;+, such that j+&;,p < C. 
Before proving Lemma 6’, let us record a preliminary remark. 
Remark 1. Sticking to the notations introduced in the proof of Lemma 6, for each 
fixed ze E E:R, let us consider the holomorphic map w E Br -+ z = h,,(w) given by 
the defining equality: 
z - zu 
w = ]z,,] - R 
and, to each (k,q) E (0,~)~ and ?I, E Ci, let us associate the function 
w E & --f &,zo(w) := (Izo] - R)qlCIIF-’ %(w)]. 
The r&on d’ktre of this construction, an essential idea of [2], lies in the following fact 
(easily verified): for any fixed p in [f , 91 and any $ E C,“, the supremum of Jljlq,zO ICktBP) 
with respect to zo E ER+~, added to the Ck-norm of $ on M, is equivalent to the Ct- 
norm of $. 
Proof of Lemma 6’. We are going to use Remark 1 repeatedly. Fix 4 satisfying the 
assumptions and zu E ER+I. For simplicity, set 
u = &z, 7 f = w&+2,*07 E = (Izol - R)-p-2, 
and let p be the complex elliptic Monge-Ampere operator defined, on the unit ball 
Br c Cn endowed with the standard complex structure and the Kahler metric 
G := (F-l . h,,)*g, 
formally in the same way as P was defined above on (M,g). Note the identity 
a(&~) = (F-l . &,)*g(d) 
which implies 
(8) 
Introduce on Br the auxiliary operator 
defined for EZ, admissible (with respect to 5). By Lemma 5 combined with (8), 0 is 
uniformly elliptic at u on B3i4 with ellipticity constants controlled by jP(d)lW2,, (in 
particular, independent of ze). Moreover, by Remark 1, the C2(&,4)-norm off is con- 
trolled by IW#41c;+,. Now a routine verification shows that the equation o(u) = 0 sat- 
isfies on B3i4, independently of z 0, all the assumptions of Theorem 17.15 of [S, p. 4621. 
The latter combined with Lemma 4’ (and again Remark 1) yields Lemma 6’. Cl 
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Last, weighted versions of Lemma 7 and 8 can be obtained essentially by means of 
the Schauder-like estimates of [6, Theorem 61. 
Lemma 7’. For each (Y E (0,l) and each admissible q5 E Cp”, 141cz,, is controlled by 
Proof. Let S denote a smooth vector field on M whose image by F is constant non- 
vanishing. Then, the commutator 
which is a (nonlinear) differential operator of second order with respect to 4, is com- 
pactly supported. We shall argue on S+, satisfying the linear equation 
dP(4)(W = W(4)1+ C(& 4). (1’) 
Let us record three remarks: (i) in any holomorphic chart, dP(4) is a linear elliptic 
differential operator of pure second order; 
(ii) by Lemma 5, dP(4) h as uniform ellipticity on (M, F) controlled by IP(qb)lwz,,; 
(iii) by Lemma 6’ the C$’ -norm of the coefficients of dP(qS) is controlled by 
So wk’may apply Theorem 6 of [6] to dP(q5) and S$, and infer from it the existence 
of a constant c > 0, controlled by IP(d)lc;+z, such that: 
Now on the one hand, ]Sd]c;+, is controlled by ]$]c; which in turn is controlled 
by I%%~+, as a particular case of Lemma 6’; on the other hand, using (l’), 
IdP(4)(&$)[@ is controlled by IP(4)lclS~ , plus the Cz$-norm of C(S,4) which in 
turn is just c%trolled by ]~]cz,P by the ;Gperty of C(S,4) noted above. Altogether, 
]&$]c;;4 is thus controlled by I P(qS)\c;+, , . recalling Lemma 7, so is ]4]QP since S is 
arbitrary. In particular, for any a E (0, l), so is ]$]c;,- and now we can redo the whole 
argument with Q instead of /3 (whenever o > ,0), proving Lemma 7’. 0 
Lemma 8’. For each integer k > 2 each a E (0,l) and each admissible q5 E C:, if 
P(4) E Cp”;fz then 4 E C$f2’” and 141 C;t2,a is controlled by I P(q5)Ic;c2. 
Proof. Let us argue by induction on k. First, let k = 2. Recalling Lemma 7’ 
and applying Theorem 6 of [6] to equation (1’) yields a bound on ]“d]c;;9 in terms 
of Iw)lc;~2 7 * since 6 is arbitrary, using Lemma 8 with k = 2, another such bound 
on 141~;~ follows. 
Assume the validity of Lemma 8’ up to k = j. By [6, Theorem 61 applied to equation 
(l’), ]S&P;:P is controlled by I P(4)Icpt2 j)+l+ hence, using Lemma 8 with k = j + 1, so is 
]4]c+33a since S is arbitrary. In other words, Lemma 8’ holds with k = j + 1, proving 
the &duction. Cl 
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Let us conclude the article with the 
Proof of Lemma 3. Fix an admissible 4 E X2@ such that P(d) E Xir. for some 
Ic 3 2. By Lemma S’, 4 belony to Cpk+‘@ 
isomorphism from JII$+~‘” to Cp;P2. 
while by Corollary 5 of [6], dP(d) is an 
P(4) in Cir2, 
Therefore, given any sequence of Cz2 tending to 
the Banach inverse function theorem provides an inverse image sequence 
of admissible functions tending to 4 in CifaYo. Again by Lemma 8’, the inverse image 
sequence lies in CF, i.e. 4 E Xk+2’“. •i 
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